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ABSTRACT
We have generated and characterized a Drosophila cyclin E hypomorphic mutation, DmcycEJP, that is

homozygous viable and fertile, but results in adults with rough eyes. The mutation arose from an internal
deletion of an existing P[w1lacZ] element inserted 14 kb upstream of the transcription start site of the
DmcycE zygotic mRNA. The presence of this deleted P element, but not the P[w1lacZ] element from which
it was derived, leads to a decreased level of DmcycE expression during eye imaginal disc development.
Eye imaginal discs from DmcycEJP larvae contain fewer S phase cells, both anterior and posterior to the
morphogenetic furrow. This results in adults with small rough eyes, largely due to insufficient numbers
of pigment cells. Altering the dosage of the Drosophila cdk2 homolog, cdc2c, retinoblastoma, or p21CIP1

homolog dacapo, which encode proteins known to physically interact with Cyclin E, modified the DmcycEJP

rough eye phenotype as expected. Decreasing the dosage of the S phase transcription factor gene, dE2F,
enhanced the DmcycEJP rough eye phenotype. Surprisingly, mutations in G2/M phase regulators cyclin A
and string (cdc25), but not cyclin B1, B3, or cdc2, enhanced the DmcycE JP phenotype without affecting the
number of cells entering S phase, but by decreasing the number of cells entering mitosis. Our analysis
establishes the DmcycE JP allele as an excellent resource for searching for novel cyclin E genetic interactors.
In addition, this analysis has identified cyclin A and string as DmcycEJP interactors, suggesting a novel role
for cyclin E in the regulation of Cyclin A and String function during eye development.

THE coordination of cell proliferation with morpho- dergo apoptosis (Baker and Rubin 1992). This spatial
arrangement of cell cycle phases in the developing eyegenesis is important during the development of

metazoans. Studies in Drosophila melanogaster have re- imaginal disc presents an excellent system in which to
study the regulation of the G1 to S phase progression.vealed that at different developmental stages, different

molecular mechanisms areused to control cell prolifera- Progression through the cell cycle is controlled by the
activity of the cyclin-dependent ser/thr protein kinasestion (reviewed by Edgar and Lehner 1996). Early in

Drosophila development, regulation largely occurs at (Cdks) associated with their regulatory cyclin partners
(reviewed by Pines and Hunter 1991; Reed 1992). Cy-the G2 to M phase (mitosis) transition, whereas later

in development, regulation at the G1 to S phase (DNA clins contain a conserved region known as the cyclin
box, required for binding to their Cdk partner ( Jeffreyreplication) transition becomes more important. Stud-

ies in cultured mammalian cells have shown that in G1 et al. 1995). In addition, many cyclins vary dramatically
in level during the cell cycle because of the presencephase, external signals determine whether a cell will

enter S phase or exit the cell cycle and quiesce or initiate of destruction signals that target them for ubiquitin-
dependent degradation at specific stages of the cell cycledifferentiation. This behavior is also seen in developing

Drosophila tissues. For example, in the developing eye (reviewed by King et al. 1996). During the G2 to M
phase transition, Cdk1 (Cdc2) associates with Cyclin Bimaginal disc at the third instar larval stage, a band of

cells anterior to a furrow, known as the morphogenetic or Cyclin A to form active kinases that phosphorylate
substrates and initiate the events of mitosis. In the G1furrow (MF), arrest in G1 in response to developmental

signals (reviewed by Wolff and Ready 1993; Thomas to S phase transition of mammalian cells, Cdk4(6) asso-
ciates with Cyclin D while Cdk2 associates with Cyclinet al. 1994; Heberlein et al. 1995). Posterior to this

furrow a subset of cells, known as the precluster cells, E to form active kinases required for the G1 to S phase
terminally differentiate to form photoreceptor cells. transition. In mammalian cells, Cyclin A also associates
The remaining cells enter a synchronous S phase, then with Cdk2 to form an active kinase that plays a role in
either complete the cell cycle and differentiate or un- entry into or passage through S phase.

In mammalian cells Cyclin D, Cyclin E, and Cyclin A
appear to play different essential roles in entry into or
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1993, 1995; Knoblich et al. 1994). A role for Cyclin A Cyclin A/Cdk2 in the G1 to S phase transition (Gu et
al. 1992; Jinno et al. 1994; Hoffman et al. 1994; Steinerin S phase in Drosophila is less clear. Cyclin A interacts

specifically with the Drosophila G2/M phase Cdk, Cdc2 et al. 1995). However, the existence and importance of
this control in the activation of Drosophila Cyclin E/(Stern et al. 1993) and not the G1/S phase Cdk, Cdc2c

(Sauer et al. 1995). Cells from cyclin A mutant embryos Cdc2c or Cyclin A/Cdc2 is not known.
Cdk inhibitory proteins appear to play a major roleexhibit an apparent G2 phase arrest and enter into

ectopic endoreplicative S phases mediated by Cyclin E in the regulation of Cdk activity in the G1 to S phase
transition (reviewed by Sherr and Roberts 1995). The(Lehner et al. 1991; Knoblich et al. 1994), suggesting

that Cyclin A is not normally required for S phase in p21CIP1 class of inhibitors binds to Cyclin D/Cdk4(6),
Cyclin E/Cdk2, and Cyclin A/Cdk2 and inhibits theirDrosophila. Conversely, however, ectopic expression of

cyclin A can induce S phases (Lehner et al. 1991; Dong activity leading to G1 arrest. A recently identified Dro-
sophila homolog of p21CIP1, dacapo, appears to be impor-et al. 1997; Sprenger et al. 1997). The role of Drosophila

Cyclin D is as yet uncharacterized. tant for inhibiting Cyclin E/Cdc2c activity during exit
into a terminal G1 arrest prior to differentiation (deAll three of these G1 cyclins have been shown to be

rate-limiting for entry into S phase in mammalian cells, Nooij et al. 1996; Lane et al. 1996). However, in the
transient G1 arrest that occurs anterior to the MF duringsince ectopic overexpression results in premature entry

into S phase (reviewed by Reed 1996). Likewise, in Dro- eye development, dacapo is not expressed, implicating
another mechanism in this G1 arrest.sophila, ectopic overexpression of Cyclin E or Cyclin A

can induce G1 cells to enter S phase (Lehner et al. Recent studies have shown that the roughex (rux) gene
is an important regulator of the developmental G1 arrest1991; Knoblich et al. 1994; Richardson et al. 1995;

Dong et al. 1997; Sprenger et al. 1997), although this during eye development. In the rough eye mutant
roughex (rux), cells fail to arrest in G1 prior to the MFis yet to be shown for Cyclin D. Although all three G1

Cyclin/Cdks in mammalian cells can be rate-limiting (Thomas et al. 1994). Recent studies have shown that
Rux acts by negatively regulating the activity of Cyclinfor S phase, their substrates appear to be different (Hig-

ashi et al. 1995; Kitagawa et al. 1996; reviewed by Reed A/Cdc2 (Sprenger et al. 1997; Thomas et al. 1997).
Conversely, Cyclin A appears to be stabilized by Rca11996). Cyclin D/Cdk4 is thought to function primarily

by phosphorylating and inactivating the tumor suppres- during eye development (Dong et al. 1997). Thus Rux
and Rca1 act antagonistically on Cyclin A to controlsor protein retinoblastoma (Rb) (reviewed by Reed

1996). Rb functions by binding to and inactivating the its function (Dong et al. 1997; Sprenger et al. 1997;
Thomas et al. 1997). Cyclin E/Cdc2c has been shownE2F/DP transcription factor required for the transcrip-

tion of S phase genes (reviewed by Bartek et al. 1996). to phosphorylate and inactivate Rux, leading to activa-
tion of Cyclin A/Cdc2 (Sprenger et al. 1997; ThomasBinding and phosphorylation of Rb by Cyclin D/Cdk4

in mid-G1 inactivates Rb allowing the E2F/DP transcrip- et al. 1997). Thus Cyclin A can act to induce entry into
S phase in Drosophila, but is normally inhibited by Ruxtion factor to function. Phosphorylation of Rb by Cyclin

A, and perhaps Cyclin E, later in the G1/S phase may until after S phase initiation, mediated by Cyclin E/
Cdc2c. A negative regulator of Cyclin E/Cdc2c activityalso play a role in inactivating Rb (Resnitzky et al.

1995; Rosenberg et al. 1995; Kitagawa et al. 1996). in the developmental G1 arrest in eye development has
yet to be discovered.In Drosophila, although homologs of Rb (RBF), E2F

(dE2F), and DP (dDP) have been isolated (Dynlacht Although much is known about the molecular basis
of the G1 to S phase transition in metazoans from studieset al. 1994; Ohtani and Nevins 1994; Du et al. 1996),

it is unclear how their activity is regulated by Cyclin D in mammalian cultured cells, genetic analysis in Dro-
sophila presents a means to discover novel genes andor Cyclin A. However, Cyclin E appears to be involved

in a mutually activating regulatory loop with E2F (Duro- mechanisms that control cell proliferation during devel-
opment. In this article we describe a hypomorphic allelenio and O’Farrell 1994, 1995; Duronio et al. 1995,

1996; Sauer et al. 1995), and there is genetic and bio- of Drosophila Cyclin E, DmcycE JP, that results in a rough
eye phenotype due to insufficient cells entering S phasechemical evidence suggesting that Cyclin E may act to

phosphorylate and inhibit RBF activity (Du et al. 1996). during eye development. We show that DmcycE JP repre-
sents a sensitive system for the identification of inter-In addition to activation of Cdk activity by cyclin associ-

ation, Cdks are regulated by phosphorylation and by acting genes by their ability to act as dominant en-
hancers or suppressors of this phenotype. We demon-the binding of inhibitory proteins (reviewed by Sherr

and Roberts 1995; Lew and Kornbluth 1996). During strate genetic interactions at the S phase level between
DmcycEJP and the G1/S regulatory genes, Drosophilathe G2 to M phase transition, dephosphorylation of the

Cdk1 tyr 15 and thr 14 residues by Cdc25 (String in cdc2c, RBF, dE2F, and human p21CIP1. Interestingly, we
show that the G2/M phase regulatory genes, DrosophilaDrosophila) can be the rate-limiting step for entry into

mitosis (Edgar and O’Farrell 1989, 1990). In mamma- cyclin A and string (cdc25 phosphatase), genetically inter-
act with DmcycEJP without affecting S phases but by affect-lian cells, Cdc25 homologs have also been implicated

in dephosphorylating and activating Cyclin E/Cdk2 and ing mitoses. This result suggests a novel role for DmcycE,
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RBF deficiency Df(1)Su(s)83 chromosome, for BrdU-labeling,besides its role in the G1 to S phase transition, during
Df(1)Su(s)83, white1/FM7C, white a; DmcycEJP females were crossedDrosophila development.
to white1; DmcycEJP males, and from this cross female larvae
with yellow Malpighian tubules (white1 homozygotes) were
selected.

MATERIALS AND METHODS Fly stocks containing the specific mutations that were tested
are listed below. cyclin A (Lehner and O’Farrell 1989): cyclinIsolation of 14.11G and 14.11GX20: P[w1m-lac] 14.11G was
A5/TM2 (P-element insertion), Df(3L)vin3 (68C5-6; 68E3-4)/isolated in a P-element screen for dominant enhancers of the
TM3, Sb (deletion); string (Edgar and O’Farrell 1989; Ed-eye mutant rough; however, with passage, the mild enhance-
gar et al. 1994): stg 5/TM3, Sb (strong EMS-generated allele);ment initially observed was lost. 14.11G (DmcycE14.11G) flies were
stg 1/TM6B (weak EMS-generated allele); stg AR2/TM3, Sb (tran-out-crossed to remove the third chromosome carrying rough,
scriptional null generated by P-element excision); Df(3R)3450and this stock was used for all subsequent analyses. For
(98A1-7; 99A6-8)/TM6B (deletion); dE2F (Duronio et al. 1995):P-element excision, DmcycE14.11G flies were crossed to w1118;
dE2F 91/TM3, Sb, Ubx-lacZ (EMS-generated allele); dE2F RM729/Adh/SM6a, Cy; P[ry1D2-3] Sb/TM6b, or w1; 1/CyO, Cy; Sb e1

TM3, Sb, Ubx-lacZ (P-element insertion); dDP (Duronio et al.P[ry1D2-3 99B]/TM6 and DmcycE14.11G/Cy; P[ry1D2-3] Sb/1
1998): dDP vr10/CyO (EMS-generated allele, semilethal); dacapomales were crossed to Sco/CyO or Star/CyO females. White-
(de Nooij et al. 1996; Lane et al. 1996): dap4 (intragenic dele-eyed revertant flies containing the DmcycE14.11G chromosome
tion generated by imprecise excision of the dap1 P element);were isolated and stocks generated. One of these white2

cyclin B (Knoblich and Lehner 1993): Df(2R)59AB/CyO (dele-revertant lines, 14.11GX20 (DmcycEJP ), exhibited a rough eye
tion); cyclin B3 (Sigrist et al. 1995): Df(3R)XTAI (96B; 96D) th1,phenotype when transheterozygous with DmcycE null alleles.
st1, ri1, roe1, p1/Dp(3;3) (94D; 96E) SuM(3)w13, st1, e1 (deletion);Homozygous viable DmcycEJP flies exhibited small, rough eyes
cdc2 (Lehner and O’Farrell 1990b): cdc2 E1-9/CyO (EMS-gen-and occasional wing defects. P-element excision from DmcycE JP

erated allele); cdc2c (Stern et al. 1993): Df(3R)H81 (92E9;was achieved as follows: w1118; Adh/SM6a, Cy; P[ry1D2-3] Sb/
92E15)/TM2 (deletion); Df(3R)H-B79 (92B2-3; 92F13-93A1)/TM6b flies were crossed to b DmcycEJP bw, and from the prog-
TM2 (deletion); cdc2c JS (EMS-generated allele)/TM6B (H.eny of this cross, males of the genotype DmcycE JP/SM6a; P[ry1

Richardson, J. Secombe and R. Saint, unpublished data);D2-3]Sb/1 or DmcycE JP/Adh; P[ry1D2-3]Sb/1 were crossed to
Dmcks (H. Richardson, P. Kylsten, B. J. Jennings, P. H.b DmcycE JP cn bw females. The progeny of this cross were
O’Farrell, S. I. Reed and R. Saint, unpublished data):scored for reversion of the rough eye phenotype to wild type.
Df(3R)P14 (90C2-D1; 91A1-2) sr 1/T(2:3)apXa (deletion); cyclin CReversion to wild type occurred at a frequency of z70% if
(Leopold and O’Farrell 1991): Df(3R)ry506-85C (87D1-2;DmcycE JP/SM6a males were used and at z90% if DmcycEJP/
88E5-6)/Dp(3:Y), ry (deletion); RBF (Du et al. 1996):Adh males were used. The reason for the increase in reversion
Df(1)Su(s)83 (1B10; 1D6-E1), y1, cho1, ras1, v1/Dp(1:Y)y2, sc/frequency with the Adh chromosome is presumably due to
C(1)DX, y1, f 1 (deletion); roughex (Thomas et al. 1994): y1, cho1,chromosome pairing and gene conversion after P-element
rux8/FM7c (X-ray-generated allele, small deletion); y1, rux7/excision, which is inhibited by the SM6a balancer chromosome
FM7C (X-ray allele, rearrangement); and rca1 (Dong et al.(Engels et al. 1990). Stocks were generated from a number
1997): rca13300/CyO (P-element allele). Previously describedof the DmcycEJP revertants for further analysis.
stocks of DmcycE mutations used in this study were the nullFly strains and genetic interaction analysis: For the genetic
allele DmcycEAR95/CyO (Knoblich et al. 1994), the deletionsinteraction analysis, DmcycE JP was made isogenic for the second
Df(2L)TE35D-1/CyO and Df(2L)TE35D-3/CyO, the hypomor-and third chromosomes to minimize any variation in pheno-
phic EMS-generated alleles DmcycEP28/CyO and DmcycEP41/CyOtype due to genetic background. In all cases a consistent phe-
(H. Richardson, unpublished data), and the partial femalenotype was observed when flies were maintained at 258. To
sterile allele DmcycEPZ01672/CyO (Lilly and Spradling 1996).test mutations in other cell cycle genes for dominant genetic

The cdc2c allele, cdc2cJS, was generated by EMS mutagenesisinteractions with DmcycE JP, stocks were generated that con-
and isolated as an enhancer of the DmcycEJP rough eye pheno-tained DmcycE JP (either heterozygous over CyO or homozy-
type (H. Richardson, J. Secombe and R. Saint, unpublishedgous) together with the test allele over a balancer chromo-
data). This mutation was shown to be an allele of cdc2c bysome. For test alleles on the second chromosome (dDP, dacapo,
its failure to complement the cdc2c deficiencies Df(H81) andrca1, cdc2, and cyclin B), recombinants with DmcycE JP were gen-
Df(HB-79) and by rescue of its lethality by a genomic cdc2cerated using marked DmcycE JP stocks and the recombinant
transgene (obtained from C. Lehner, unpublished data).stock maintained over a CyO or a CyO, Tb second chromosome

Stocks for increasing the dosage of genes were, for RBF (Dubalancer. For test alleles on the X chromosome (RBF and rux),
et al. 1996): P[w1 GMR-RBF4 (homozygous for the GMR-RBF 2the stock was balanced over the FM7C w a, y, B chromosome.
transgene on the third chromosome)]; for roughex (ThomasTest alleles on the third chromosome were maintained over
et al. 1997): P[ry1 6.0C1 (third chromosome)]/TM6B; forTM6B, Tb, Hu or TM2, Ubx balancer chromosomes.
dacapo (de Nooij et al. 1996): GMR-dacapo56 (third chromo-For analysis of genetic interactions with DmcycEJP, stocks
some); and human p21CIP1 (de Nooij and Hariharan 1995):were outcrossed to DmcycE JP at 258, and progeny that were
GMR-p21CIP1 (third chromosome). Fly stocks were obtainedhomozygous for DmcycE JP and heterozygous for the test allele
from the Bloomington stock center or relevant laboratories.(at least 50 progeny) were scored for their eye phenotype

Molecular analysis: For analysis of P-element reversion, ge-compared with DmcycE JP. For bromo-deoxyuridine (BrdU)-
nomic DNA prepared from DmcycE14.11G, DmcycE14.11G white2 re-labeling experiments, stocks containing the test allele on the
vertant, DmcycE JP and DmcycE JP revertant adult flies was anal-third chromosome were balanced over the TM6B, Tb chromo-
yzed using polymerase chain reaction (PCR), using P-elementsome, while those containing the test allele on the second
end and DmcycE genomic DNA primers. PCR was carried outchromosome were balanced over a CyO, Tb chromosome. Flies
using 0.1 mg of genomic DNA and 0.1 mg of each of thewere outcrossed to DmcycE JP and nontubby larvae (those that
primers, in 50 mm KCl, 10 mm Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), 1.5 mmwere homozygous for DmcycE JP and heterozygous for the test
MgCl2, 0.01% gelatin, 0.2 mm of each dNTP, and 0.025 unitsallele) were selected for analysis. The cyclin A5 allele could not
Taq polymerase (Perkin-Elmer, Branchburg, NJ) for 40 cyclesbe maintained over the TM6B balancer and was therefore
of 948 for 30 sec, 488 for 1 min, 728 for 1 min in a thermalestablished as a stock over TM2, Ubx for analysis by BrdU-

labeling. To obtain DmcycE JP larvae containing one copy of the sequencer (Corbett Research). DmcycE genomic primers span-
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ning the insertion site were as follows: 59 primer,59-CGT Genomic Southern analysis and DNA sequence analysis
TTTAGTACTGCGCTC-39; 39 primer, 59-CGGAATTCGTATG of the genomic DNA flanking the P-element insertion
TACGTAGATTGTGGGTAAGG-39 (the underlined region at

site revealed that the 14.11G P[w1m-lac] element is in-the 59 end represents a nonhybridizing sequence containing
serted z14 kb 59 to the transcriptional start site of thean EcoRI site for cloning); and the P-element end primer was

59-CGACGGGACCACCTTATG-39. zygotic DmcycE transcript (L. Jones, W. Winnall, R.

BrdU-labeling, DmcycE antibody staining and Western anal- Saint and H. Richardson, unpublished results).
ysis: For BrdU-labeling, larval tissues were dissected and incu- Homozygous DmcycE14.11G flies were found to be viable,
bated with 60 mg/ml BrdU in Schneider’s tissue culture me-

fertile, and indistinguishable from wild type in their ratedium for 60 min at 258. Tissues were fixed in ethanol,
of development, but a minor eye defect was observedrehydrated, hydrolyzed in 2 N HCl in phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS) for 60 min at 258 and BrdU-labeled cells were (Figure 1B). Eyes from DmcycE14.11G appeared slightly
detected, after incubations with a mouse monoclonal anti- reduced in size on the ventral side and occasionally
BrdU antibody (Becton-Dickinson, San Jose, CA) followed by contained regions of mild disorganization. To obtain
anti-mouse-biotin (Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs., Inc., West

more severe phenotypes, the 14.11G P[w1m-lac] ele-Grove, PA) and Vectastain (Vector Labs, Inc., Burlingame,
ment was mobilized from DmcycE14.11G flies mediated byCA) streptavidin-Horse Radish Peroxidase (HRP), by HRP
D2-3 transposase, and white2 revertant progeny werestaining (as described in Richardson et al. 1993). Detection

of DmcycE in embryos and larval tissue was carried out using selected (see materials and methods). Approximately
a DmcycE mouse polyclonal antibody (Richardson et al. 3% of progeny carrying the insertion chromosome were
1995). Mitotic cells in larval eye imaginal discs were detected viable white2 revertants, due to precise excision of theusing the mitosis-specific mouse monoclonal MPM-2 antibody

P element as assayed using PCR analysis (data not(DAKO Corp., Carpinteria, CA). Fixation and antibody stain-
shown). At low frequency (0.18%), homozygous lethaling of embryos was carried out as described previously (Rich-

ardson et al. 1995). Larval tissues were fixed in 4% formalde- revertants were obtained that were also lethal over
hyde, 0.113 m PIPES, 2.25 mm MgSO4, 1.125 mm EGTA, DmcycE null alleles, suggesting that loss of the P element
1.125% NP-40, pH 6.9 for 30 min on ice. Blocking and anti- in these cases was accompanied by deletion into essen-
body staining of larval tissues was carried out in PBS containing

tial regions of the DmcycE gene. One white2 revertant0.3% Triton X-100, 5 mg/ml BSA. Antibody staining was de-
allele, 14.11GX20, renamed DmcycEJP, was found to givetected by incubation with an anti-mouse-biotin antibody (Jack-

son ImmunoResearch Labs.) followed by streptavidin-FITC a strong rough eye phenotype over DmcycE null alleles
(Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs.) or Vectastain (Vector Labs, (Figure 1C). Genomic Southern analysis of the DmcycE JP

Inc.) streptavidin-HRP and HRP staining. DNA was stained allele using P-element end probes revealed that there
for 5 min with 10 mg/ml Hoechst 33258 in PBS with 0.1%

was a single copy of the P element in the genome (dataTriton X-100. Fluorescent-labeled samples were mounted in
not shown). In addition, probing genomic Southerns30% glycerol with 1% p-phenylenediamine p1519 (Sigma
with DmcycE probes showed that the P element was stillChemical Co., St. Louis) and viewed using a MRC 1000 Confo-

cal microscope with a 360 oil immersion objective or using present in the same position but had undergone an
an Olympus Provis AX70 microscope (Olympus Corp., Lake internal deletion of z4 kb, removing the white gene
Success, NY) mounted with a Photometrics (Tucson, AZ) while maintaining the ampR and lacZ genes and theNu200 CCD camera, with a 340 oil immersion objective.

P-element ends (L. Jones, W. Winnall, R. Saint andWestern analysis was carried out on protein extracts pre-
H. Richardson, unpublished results). The presence ofpared from dissected eye discs (20 pairs per sample), and the

immunoblot was probed with a DmcycE antibody (ascites fluid the lacZ gene was confirmed by LacZ antibody staining,
from the 8B10 monoclonal line; Richardson et al. 1995) with both DmcycE JP and DmcycE14.11G showing a Cyclin
or a Cdc2c mouse monoclonal antibody (obtained from C. E-like pattern of LacZ expression in embryos, with the
Lehner), detected by incubation with an anti-mouse-HRP sec-

exception that, unlike DmcycE14.11G, DmcycEJP gave no ex-ondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch Labs.) followed
pression of LacZ in third instar larval tissues (data notby enhanced chemiluminescence (Amersham Inc., Bucking-

hamshire, UK). Heat-shock induced hsp70-DmcycE type I and shown).
hsp70-DmcycE type II samples were prepared by heat-shocking To confirm that DmcycEJP phenotype is caused by the
larvae for 60 min at 378 followed by immediate dissection. presence of the internally deleted P element, D2-3 trans-

Preparation of adult eyes for scanning electron microscope
posase was used to mobilize the P element from Dm-analysis and sectioning: Flies were prepared for scanning elec-
cycE JP, and individuals were scored for reversion of thetron microscopy by dehydration in acetone, followed by air
rough eye phenotype when crossed back to the DmcycE JPdrying. Eyes were viewed without coating using a field emission

scanning electron microscope at 1 kV accelerating voltage. allele (see materials and methods). Reversion of
Sectioning was carried out as described in Richardson et al. DmcycEJP rough-eyed flies to wild type, mediated by D2-3
(1995). transposase, occurred at high frequency, indicating that

the internally deleted P element was responsible
for the rough eye phenotype of DmcycEJP. Furthermore,

RESULTS
PCR analysis of a number of these revertants revealed

Isolation of an adult viable cyclin E P-element allele: that the P element had excised precisely. Thus, the
The insertion site of an adult viable P[w1m-lac]-element DmcycEJP rough eye mutant phenotype is caused by the
allele, 14.11G, was localized to the cyclin E gene DmcycE internal deletion of the P element. It is curious that an

internal deletion within a P element can create a newby chromosome in situ hybridization (data not shown).
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Figure 1.—DmcycEJP flies have rough eyes and a disorganized array of ommatidia. Scanning electron micrographs of adult
eyes from (A) wild type, (B) DmcycE14.11G, (C) DmcycEJP, (D) DmcycEJP/DmcycEAR95, (E) DmcycE JP/TE35D-3 (DmcycE deficiency), and
(F) DmcycEJP/DmcycEP41 show enhancement of the DmcycE JP rough eye phenotype when the dosage of DmcycE is decreased further
using the amorphic DmcycEAR95 allele or the TE35D-3 deficiency or suppression when DmcycE dosage increased using the hypomor-
phic DmcycEP41 allele. DmcycE14.11G shows only slight hints of roughening and a slight reduction in the size of the eye on the ventral
side. Eyes are oriented with anterior to the right and dorsal side up. Transverse sections of adult eyes from (G) wild type and
(H) DmcycEJP show the fusion of ommatidia due to the loss of pigment cells (stained black). The arrows (in H) point to examples
of ommatidia containing reduced complements of R cells.

phenotype. It is possible that the internal deletion per- days vs. 10 days to eclosion at 258), indicating that there
may be other effects on cell proliferation in DmcycE JPmits the P element to more efficiently sequester particu-

lar DmcycE enhancers or enhancers that are inaccessible mutants.
DmcycEJP adult eyes showed disorganization in the ar-to the w1 P-element allele, DmcycE14.11G, resulting in

greater disruption of DmcycE transcription in particular rangement of ommatidia, blistering on the surface of
the eye and defects in bristle number and arrangement.tissues. The change in the lacZ expression pattern ob-

served for DmcycEJP compared with DmcycE14.11G is consis- The degree of disorganization of the eyes from DmcycE JP

homozygotes, however, was not as severe as that seentent with these possibilities.
The rough eye phenotype of DmcycEJP is caused by a in eyes of individuals transheterozygous for DmcycEJP and

the severe allele DmcycEAR95, or the DmcycE deficienciesreduction in S phases during eye development: DmcycE JP

flies are homozygous viable and fertile but exhibit small, Df(2L)TE35D-3 or Df(2L)TE35D-1 (Figure 1, D and E;
and data not shown). To test whether the converse wasrough eyes (Figure 1C). The eye is the only consistently

affected tissue in DmcycE JP flies, although at low fre- true, the dosage of DmcycE was increased by generating
flies transheterozygous for DmcycE JP and weak alleles ofquency, wing defects such as small notches at the poste-

rior/distal side of the wing and a shortening of the fifth DmcycE. The first of these, DmcycEPZ01672, is a homozygous
viable, partial female sterile P-element allele that showsvein were also observed (data not shown). In addition,

a slight delay in development time was observed (11 very mild eye roughening when placed over DmcycE null
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alleles (Lilly and Spradling 1996; data not shown).
Two other weak alleles, DmcycE P28 and DmcycEP41, were
also tested. DmcycE P28 is an EMS-generated allele that is
homozygous viable, female sterile and has a milder
rough eye phenotype than DmcycEJP (data not shown).
Flies transheterozygous for DmcycEJP and DmcycEPZ01672

had essentially wild-type eyes (data not shown), whereas
DmcycEJP/DmcycEP41 and DmcycE JP/DmcycEP28 flies showed
a milder rough eye phenotype than homozygous Dm-
cycE JP flies (Figure 1F; and data not shown). The eyes
of these flies were larger, the arrangement of ommatidia
appeared more even, and there was less blistering. Thus
the DmcycEJP phenotype is capable of being suppressed
by increasing the dosage of DmcycE and enhanced by
decreasing the dosage of DmcycE. These results suggest
that the DmcycE JP allele is affecting the expression of
DmcycE in the eye, but is not a null allele in the eye,
and that the degree of disorganization of DmcycE JP adult
eyes is sensitive to the dose of DmcycE.

To examine the cellular basis of the eye disorganiza-
tion, sections were taken of adult eyes from DmcycE JP

(Figure 1H). The most common defect observed in
DmcycEJP was the reduction or absence of pigment cells
surrounding the photoreceptor cells, resulting in the
fusion of the ommatidia. The number and arrangement
of photoreceptor (R) cells within each ommatidium
were generally normal (Figure 1, H compared with G).
Occasionally, more severe defects were observed where
there were less than seven R cells per ommatidium (Fig-
ure 1H; and data not shown). The reduction in pigment
cells, one of the last types of cells to be recruited during
eye development, suggests that DmcycEJP eye imaginal
discs are defective in the cell cycle that occurs posterior
to the MF. To examine the effect that the DmcycEJP allele
was having on cell proliferation during eye develop-
ment, S phases were monitored by BrdU-labeling (Fig-
ure 2, A–C). While S phases in antennal discs from
DmcycEJP third instar larvae are similar to wild type, the
effect of the DmcycEJP allele on eye imaginal disc S phases
was clearly apparent. In DmcycEJP homozygous eye discs,
the number of cells entering S phase posterior to the
MF, and the number of S phase cells in the asynchro-
nously proliferating undifferentiated cells anterior to
the MF, were dramatically reduced (Figure 2C; Tables
1 and 2). In addition, DmcycE JP eye discs were clearly
smaller than wild type, indicating that a decrease in cell Figure 2.—DmcycEJP eye imaginal discs have a decreased

number of S phase cells and reduced DmcycE expression. Sproliferation of the undifferentiated eye disc cells was
phase cells in eye imaginal discs, labeled with BrdU, from (A)also occurring earlier in development. The reduction
wild-type, (B) DmcycE14.11G, and (C) DmcycE JP third instar larvae,in eye imaginal disc S phases accounts for the disorgani-
show the decrease in S phases in DmcycEJP eye imaginal discs.

zation and the reduction in size observed with DmcycE JP
Confocal micrographs of DmcycE protein levels in eye imagi-

adult eyes. The number of S phases from DmcycE14.11G
nal discs from (D) wild-type and (E) DmcycEJP third instar
larvae show low levels of DmcycE protein in DmcycEJP eye imagi-eye discs was not significantly altered compared with
nal discs relative to wild type. DmcycE protein was detectedwild type, consistent with the adult eye phenotype (Fig-
using an anti-DmcycE antibody and visualized using an FITC-ure 2, B compared with A).
conjugate. D and E are shown at a higher magnification rela-

The expression of DmcycE in DmcycEJP homozygotes tive to A–C. The arrows indicate the morphogenetic furrow
was examined during embryogenesis and in various tis- (MF). Eye imaginal discs are oriented with anterior to the

right.sues during larval development by DmcycE antibody
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TABLE 1

Summary of the interaction of DmcycE with other cell cycle genes

Gene Increase dosage Decrease dosage Interaction

DmcycE Suppression Enhancement
cdc2c — Enhancement Positive
cdc2 — No effect None
dE2F — Enhancement Positive
dDP Enhancement Positive
Hs-p21CIP1 Enhancement — Negative
dacapo Enhancement Suppressiona Negative
RBF Enhancement Df, suppressionb Negative
cyclin B — Df, no effect None
cyclin B3 — Df, no effect None
cyclin A — Enhancement Positive
string — Enhancement Positive
roughex Enhancement Suppression Negative
rca1 — Enhancement Positive
Dmcks — Df, no effect None
cyclin C — Df, no effect None

The effect of increasing or decreasing the dosage of cell cycle genes on the severity of the rough eye
phenotype was scored relative to DmcycEJP. Alleles used are described in materials and methods.

a The suppression observed in this case only occurred when the dacapo mutation was homozygous.
b Df indicates that a deficiency removing the gene was used.

staining (data not shown; Figure 2, D and E). During slightly lower than wild type, although this did not ap-
pear to significantly affect S phases in these tissues (dataembryogenesis, DmcycE expression did not differ sig-

nificantly from wild type in mitotically proliferating or not shown). In contrast, in DmcycEJP larval eye imaginal
discs where the number of S phase cells was significantlyendoreplicating cells. In DmcycEJP third instar larval

brain lobes and wing, haltere, leg, and antennal imagi- reduced (Figure 2C), there was a marked reduction in
the level of DmcycE and in the number of cells express-nal discs, the level of DmcycE protein appeared to be
ing DmcycE compared with wild type (Figure 2, E com-
pared with D). This was confirmed by Western analysis,

TABLE 2
which showed that DmcycEJP eye-antennal discs con-

Quantitation of the number of S phase cells posterior to tained levels of DmcycE protein significantly lower than
the morphogenetic furrow in eye imaginal discs those of DmcycE14.11G and wild-type eye-antennal discs

(Figure 3). Thus it appears that the Dm-cycEJP phenotype
Strain S phase cells (6 SE) results from a reduction of DmcycE expression that pri-

marily affects the developing eye.w1118 (wild type) 54 6 2.7
DmcycE JP 31.2 6 3.0 The DmcycE JP rough eye phenotype represents a sensi-
DmcycE JP; cdc2E1-9/DmcycE JP, 1 29.8 6 2.1 tive system for analyzing DmcycE genetic interactors: As
DmcycE JP; cdc2c JS/1 23.2 6 2.3 described above, the DmcycE JP rough eye phenotype is
Df RBF/1; DmcycEJP 46.6 6 3.4 sensitive to the dosage of DmcycE. To determine whether
GMR-RBF 40.8 6 1.4

DmcycEJP represents a genetically sensitive system capa-DmcycE JP; GMR-RBF 24.7 6 1.6
ble of responding to the dosage of interacting genes,GMR-p21CIP1 5.6 6 2.7
we sought to test whether altering the dosage of genesDmcycE JP; GMR-p21CIP1 0.2 6 1.0
known to interact with Cyclin E would modify the roughDmcycE JP; dE2F 91/1 21.3 6 1.3

DmcycE JP, Df cyclin B/DmcycE JP, 1 29 6 1.0 eye phenotype of DmcycEJP.
DmcycE JP; cyclin A5/1 30 6 3.3 First we tested the effect of halving the dosage of
DmcycE JP; string AR2/1 29 6 2.3 the cdc2c gene, encoding the Cdk partner of Cyclin E
DmcycE JP, rcal3300/DmcycEJP, 1 29.6 6 3.7 (Knoblich et al. 1994). Surprisingly, when we used the
roughex 8/1; DmcycEJP 31 6 2.6

available deficiencies of cdc2c to decrease the dosage ofDmcycE JP; P[ry1]roughex 30.5 6 2.6
cdc2c, the DmcycEJP rough eye phenotype was suppressed

The average number of S phase cells immediately posterior rather than enhanced as may have been expected (data
to the MF was determined by counting S phase cells within a not shown). The reason for this may be because of
200 mm region along the dorsal/ventral axis in the center of

the codeletion of a gene that acts as a dosage-sensitiveeach eye imaginal disc. The sample number was at least five
suppressor of DmcycE JP. We have recently isolated a spe-eye imaginal discs for each sample, except for Df RBF/1;

DmcycE JP where only three eye imaginal discs were counted. cific cdc2c allele, cdc2c JS, in a genetic screen using the
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acts to inhibit Cyclin/Cdk activity and prevent entry
into S phase (Sherr and Roberts 1995). Ectopic ex-
pression of mammalian p21CIP1 using the GMR enhancer
in the Drosophila eye imaginal disc has been shown to
inhibit entry of cells posterior to the MF into S phase,
resulting in a rough eye phenotype (de Nooij and Hari-

haran 1995). This effect is overcome by overexpression
Figure 3.—Western analysis of DmcycE protein levels in of DmcycE (I. Hariharan, personal communication),

DmcycEJP eye-antennal imaginal discs. Protein samples, pre- suggesting that the inhibition of S phase entry is caused
pared from dissected eye-antennal discs from third instar lar-

by the inhibition of Cyclin E/Cdc2c activity. A Drosoph-vae, were analyzed by immunoblotting with DmcycE mouse
ila homolog of mammalian p21CIP1, dacapo, has recentlymonoclonal sera (upper panel) or with anti-Cdc2c sera (de-

tecting a doublet at z34 kD; Knoblich et al. 1994) as a loading been isolated and shown to inhibit Cyclin E/Cdk2 (de

control (lower panel), and detected using enhanced chemilu-
Nooij and Hariharan 1995; Lane et al. 1996). To deter-

minescence. Tracks are as follows: track 1, wild type; track mine whether RBF, p21CIP1, or dacapo also interacted with2, DmcycEJP; track 3, DmcycE14.11G; track 4, heat-shocked hsp70-
DmcycEJP, the dosage of these genes was increased orDmcycE type I; track 5, heat-shocked hsp70-DmcycE type II.
decreased in a DmcycE JP background and the effect onTracks 4 and 5 are shown at a much shorter exposure time

than tracks 1–3. Heat-shocked hsp70-DmcycE type I and type the eye phenotype examined by scanning electron mi-
II serve as controls for the unmodified forms of DmcycE and croscopy.
give rise to bands at z70 kD and z95 kD, respectively, as well

Decreasing the dosage of RBF resulted in suppressionas lower molecular weight breakdown products. The DmcycE
of the rough eye phenotype of DmcycE JP, whereas ectopicantisera detected protein bands at z70 kD that comigrate

with the heat-shocked hsp70-DmcycE type I, as well as a number overexpression of RBF, using the GMR enhancer that
of higher molecular weight bands that migrate between 97 drives expression in cells posterior to the MF, enhanced
kD and 116 kD in wild-type and DmcycE14.11G eye-antennal disc the eye roughening observed in DmcycE JP flies or GMR-extracts (tracks 1 and 3; see Richardson et al. 1995). Protein

RBF flies, which exhibit a slight eye roughening (Figurebands at these sizes were also detected in DmcycEJP eye-antennal
4, D–F compared with A; Table 1). Likewise, DmcycE JPdisc extracts (track 2), but the levels were significantly reduced

compared with wild-type and DmcycE14.11G eye-antennal disc increased the severity of the rough eye phenotype of
extracts. Molecular weight markers are indicated. GMR-p21CIP1 (Figure 4, H compared with G; Table 1).

Furthermore, the DmcycEJP rough eye phenotype was
substantially enhanced by two copies of GMR-dacapo,

DmcycEJP allele, as an enhancer of the rough eye pheno- which alone exhibited only a very mild eye roughening
type (H. Richardson, J. Secombe and R. Saint, unpub-

(Table 1; data not shown; I. Hariharan, personal com-
lished data; see materials and methods). As shown

munication). Conversely, DmcycE JP flies homozygous forin Figure 4B, this allele enhances the DmcycE JP rough
the dacapo null mutant dap4 showed strongly suppressedeye phenotype. BrdU-labeling analysis revealed that the
eyes (Table 1; data not shown). However, in this case,enhancement was a result of effects on S phase, because
halving the dosage of dacapo was not sufficient to achievethere were fewer cells labeled in eye imaginal discs from
suppression of the DmcycE JP rough eye phenotype (dataDmcycEJP cdc2c JS/1 flies than in DmcycEJP discs (Figure
not shown).5B; Tables 1 and 2). Importantly, altering the gene

To examine whether these interactions were oc-dosage of the G2/M regulatory protein kinase Cdc2,
curring at the level of S phase induction, BrdU-labelingwhich does not physically interact with DmcycE
experiments were carried out (Figure 5, D–F compared(Lehner and O’Farrell 1990b; Knoblich et al. 1994),
with A; Table 2). Reducing the dosage of RBF in adid not alter the eye phenotype or alter the S phase
DmcycEJP background increased the number of S phasespattern in the eye imaginal disc of DmcycE JP (Figures 4C
throughout the eye disc (Figure 5D; Table 2). Increasingand 5C; Tables 1 and 2).
the dosage of RBF in cells posterior to the MF, decreasedWe then tested two other genes that encode proteins
the number of S phases in DmcycEJP eye imaginal discs,that physically interact with DmcycE. The tumor sup-
relative to DmcycE JP or GMR-RBF eye discs (Figure 5, Epressor protein, retinoblastoma (RBF), may physically
compared with F and A; Table 2). Ectopic expressioninteract with Drosophila Cyclin E because DmcycE, asso-
of human p21CIP1 in cells posterior to the MF, usingciated with its kinase partner Cdc2c, is able to phosphor-
GMR-p21CIP1 results in a significant decrease in S phaseylate RBF in vitro (Du et al. 1996). Furthermore, Dro-
cells posterior to the MF (de Nooij and Hariharansophila RBF has been shown to genetically interact with
1995; I. Hariharan, personal communication; TableDmcycE, as decreasing the dosage of DmcycE by half en-
2; and data not shown). In DmcycE JP; GMR-p21CIP1 flieshances the rough eye phenotype that results from GMR
these S phase cells posterior to the MF were almost(glass-responsive enhancer)-induced ectopic expression
completely abolished (Table 2). This decrease in post-of RBF posterior to the MF ineye imaginal discs (Du et al.
MF S phases, as well as the reduction of S phases anterior1996). Another cell cycle regulator known to physically

interact with Cyclin E is the Cdk inhibitor p21CIP1, which to the MF, probably accounts for the increased eye
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Figure 4.—Altering the dose of cdc2c or RBF, but not cdc2, and ectopic expression of human p21CIP1 modifies the rough eye
phenotype of DmcycEJP. Scanning electron micrographs of adult eyes from (A) DmcycEJP, (B) DmcycE JP; cdc2cJS/1, (C) DmcycEJP,
cdc2 E1-9/DmcycE JP, 1, (D) Df(1)Su(s)83 (RBF deficiency)/1; DmcycE JP, (E) GMR-RBF, (F) DmcycEJP; GMR-RBF, (G) GMR-p21CIP1, and
(H) DmcycEJP; GMR-p21CIP1 show that reducing the dosage of cdc2c or increasing the dosage of RBF or p21CIP1 enhances the rough
eye phenotype of DmcycEJP, while reducing the dosage of RBF suppresses the DmcycE JP rough eye phenotype. Reducing the dosage
of cdc2 has no effect on the rough eye phenotype of DmcycEJP. GMR-RBF by itself results in a mild rough eye phenotype and
GMR-p21CIP1 alone results in a severe eye roughening, but both of these phenotypes are enhanced by DmcycEJP. Eyes are oriented
with anterior to the right and dorsal side up.

roughening observed with DmcycE JP; GMR-p21CIP1 flies unspecified function in the cell cycle in Drosophila,
were tested. The G1/S phase regulators tested were thecompared with GMR-p21CIP1 flies.

These results show that the DmcycE JP rough eye pheno- S phase transcription factor genes dE2F and dDP, which
are required for DmcycE transcription in endoreplicatingtype is sensitive to the dosage of the known G1 regulators

cdc2c, RBF, dacapo, and human p21CIP1. Therefore, the tissues during embryogenesis (Duronio et al. 1995;
Royzman et al. 1997; Duronio et al. 1998). DrosophilaDmcycE JP allele provides a unique dosage-sensitive phe-

notype whereby genetic interactions with DmcycE can G2 to M phase genes tested were cyclin A, cyclin B, cyclin
B3, and the Schizosaccharomyces pombe cdc25 mitotic in-be explored.

Genetic interaction of DmcycE with other cell cycle ducer homolog, string. Two other cell cycle genes that
have poorly defined functions in the Drosophila cellregulatory genes: To assess the ability of other previously

identified cell cycle genes to interact with DmcycE JP, flies cycle were also tested. The first of these is the Drosophila
homolog of the suc1/CKS1/p13 (cks) gene (Dmcks) (H.homozygous for DmcycE JP and heterozygous either for

specific mutations (where possible, two different alleles) Richardson, P. Kylsten, B. J. Jennings, P. H. O’Far-

rell, S. I. Reed and R. Saint, unpublished results). Cksor for deficiencies removing these genes (Table 1) were
generated. Genes known to have a role in the G1 to S binds to Cdk proteins and has been shown to be re-

quired at both the G1 to S phase transition and the G2phase transition, or required for the G2 to M phase
transition in Drosophila, as well as genes with currently to M phase transition in budding yeast, but is also capa-
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Figure 5.—Altering the dose of cdc2c and RBF, but not cdc2, affects S phases in DmcycEJP eye imaginal discs. BrdU-labeling, to
reveal S phase cells, in eye imaginal discs from (A) DmcycEJP, (B) DmcycE JP; cdc2c JS/1, (C) DmcycEJP, cdc2 E1-9/DmcycE JP, 1, (D)
Df(1)Su(s)83 (RBF deficiency)/1; DmcycEJP, (E) DmcycE JP; GMR-RBF, and (F) GMR-RBF shows that decreasing the dosage of cdc2c
or increasing the dosage of RBF reduces the number of S phase cells posterior to the MF in DmcycEJP eye imaginal discs, while
decreasing the dosage of RBF increases the number of S phases posterior to the MF in DmcycE JP eye imaginal discs. Reducing
the dosage of cdc2 has no effect on the number of S phases relative to DmcycEJP. GMR-RBF by itself results in a slight reduction
of S phase cells posterior to the MF (see Table 2). Anterior is to the right. Arrows point to the MF.

ble of inhibiting entry into mitosis when overexpressed before mitosis in Drosophila embryogenesis (Edgar

and O’Farrell 1989; Lehner and O’Farrell 1989).(reviewed by Pines 1996). The second of these was cyclin
C, which appears to play a role in general transcription However, there is evidence that Cyclin A and String can

play a role in passage into or through S phase during(Leclerc et al. 1996). The effect of altering the dosage
of these genes on the DmcycEJP rough eye phenotype eye development, since cyclin A and string mutations

dominantly suppress mutations in rux, which is requiredwas analyzed by scanning electron microscopy, and the
results are summarized in Table 1. to establish the G1 arrest during eye development (see

Introduction). The genetic interaction of string or cyclinDecreasing the dosage of dE2F resulted in an en-
hancement of the DmcycEJP rough eye phenotype (Fig- A with rux is consistent with their enhancement of the

DmcycEJP rough eye phenotype.ure 6B; Table 1). A similar result was obtained when
the dosage of dDP was reduced (Table 1; data not Given the interaction we had observed between Dm-

cycE JP and cyclin A or string mutations, we were interestedshown). BrdU-labeling experiments confirmed that the
enhancement of DmcycE JP eye roughening by halving to test whether the DmcycE JP rough eye phenotype was

also sensitive to the dosage of the Cyclin A regulators,the dosage of dE2F resulted from effects on S phase,
since fewer S phase cells were observed both anterior rux and rca1 (see Introduction). Fly stocks homozygous

for DmcycEJP and heterozygous either for rca1 or ruxand posterior to the MF in eye imaginal discs (Figure
7B; Table 2). These results show that dE2F genetically mutations, or homozygous for a rux genomic rescue

construct, P[ry1] rux, were generated and adult eyesinteracts with DmcycE to promote the G1 to S phase
transition. examined. Decreasing the dosage of rca1 or increasing

the dosage of rux resulted in an enhancement of theAs summarized in Table 1, halving the dosage of the
G2 to M phase genes cyclin B or cyclin B3, using deficien- DmcycEJP rough eye phenotype, while decreasing the

dosage of rux resulted in suppression of this phenotypecies, did not affect the DmcycE JP rough eye phenotype,
nor did deficiencies that remove cyclin C or Dmcks (Fig- (Figure 6, F–H). These genetic interactions are consis-

tent with those observed with cyclin A or string mutationsure 6C; and data not shown). In contrast, mutations in
cyclin A and the cdc25 mitotic inducer, string, were found with DmcycEJP.

The suppression of the rux rough eye phenotype byto be dominant enhancers of the DmcycEJP rough eye
phenotype (Figure 6, D and E). This result was initially halving the dosage of string or cyclin A occurs by decreas-

ing the number of ectopic S phases (Dong et al. 1997).surprising, given that cyclin A and string mutants arrest
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Figure 6.—Altering the dose of dE2F, cyclin A, string (stg), roughex (rux), and rca1, but not cyclin B, modifies the DmcycE JP rough
eye phenotype. Scanning electron micrographs of adult eyes from (A) DmcycEJP, (B) DmcycEJP; dE2F 91/1, (C) DmcycEJP, Df(2R)59AB
(cyclin B deficiency)/DmcycE JP, 1, (D) DmcycE JP; cyclin A5/1, (E) DmcycEJP; string AR2/1, (F) DmcycE JP, rca13300/DmcycE JP, 1, (G)
roughex7/1; DmcycEJP, and (H) DmcycEJP; P[ry1]roughex, show that reducing the dosage of dE2F, cyclin A, string, or rca1 or increasing
the dosage of roughex enhances the rough eye phenotype of DmcycEJP, while decreasing the dosage of roughex suppresses the
DmcycE JP rough eye phenotype. Decreasing the dosage of cyclin B has no significant effect on the rough eye phenotype of DmcycE JP.
Eyes are oriented with anterior to the right and dorsal side up.

Considering this evidence that Cyclin A and String are anterior asynchronously proliferating region was ob-
served when the dosages of cyclin A, string, rca1, or ruxcapable of functioning in entry into or through S phase,

it was important to determine whether the interactions were altered (Figure 7, C–F). Thus, unlike the genetic
interaction observed between rux and cyclin A, string, orobserved between string or cyclin A alleles and DmcycE JP

were due to an effect on S phases. BrdU-labeling experi- rca1 (Dong et al. 1997), the genetic interaction observed
between DmcycEJP and cyclin A, string, rux, or rca1 doesments were carried out on larvae homozygous for Dm-

cycE JP and heterozygous for cyclin A, string, rux, or rca1 not appear to be occurring by affecting the number of
S phase cells.mutations, or containing P[ry1] rux (Figure 7, C–F; Ta-

ble 2). Contrary to expectations, BrdU-incorporation Considering their established role in entry into mito-
sis, we examined whether decreasing the dosage of cyclinrevealed that decreasing the dosage of cyclin A or string

in DmcycE JP homozygotes had no significant effect on A or string was affecting mitoses in DmcycE JP eye imaginal
discs. The monoclonal antibody MPM-2 that recognizesthe number of S phase cells posterior to the MF (Figure

7, C and D compared with A; Table 1). Likewise, manip- an M phase phosphorylated epitope (Davis et al. 1983;
Westendorf et al. 1994) has been widely used to exam-ulating the dosage of rux or rca1 also had no significant

effect on the number of S phases posterior to the MF ine mammalian mitotic cells. To confirm that it was also
able to recognize mitotic cells in Drosophila tissues, eyein DmcycEJP eye discs (Figure 7, E and F; Table 2). In

addition, although more difficult to accurately quanti- imaginal discs were costained with the MPM-2 antisera
and the DNA stain Hoechst 33258 (Figure 8, A–C). Atate, no significant effect on DmcycE JP S phases in the
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Figure 7.—Altering the
dose of dE2F, but not cyclin A,
string (stg), roughex (rux), or
rca1 affects S phases in DmcycE JP

eye imaginal discs. BrdU-label-
ing to reveal S phase cells in
eye imaginal discs from (A)
DmcycEJP, (B) DmcycEJP; dE2F 91/
1, (C) DmcycEJP; cyclin A5/1,
(D) DmcycE JP; string AR2/1, (E)
DmcycEJP, P[ry1]roughex, and
(F) DmcycEJP, rca13300/DmcycE JP,
1 shows that decreasing the
dosage of dE2F reduces the
number of S phase cells poste-
rior to the MF in DmcycEJP eye
imaginal discs, while reducing
the dosage of cyclin A, string or
rca1 or increasing the dosage
of roughex has no significant ef-
fect. Eye imaginal discs are ori-
ented with anterior to the right.
Arrows point to the MF.

subset of cells anterior and posterior to the MF stained 1997). Thus in a normal eye disc, more cells enter S
with the MPM-2 antibody (Figure 8, A and D). These phase than are required to complete the cell cycle. Due
MPM-2-stained cells contained condensed DNA and mi- to this excess of G2 phase cells, only a small decrease
totic figures as revealed by Hoechst 33258 staining (Fig- in the number of mitoses may be expected posterior to
ure 8, B and C; and data not shown) consistent with the MF in DmcycEJP eye discs relative to wild-type discs,
cells in mitosis. Thus MPM-2 also stains mitotic cells in despite the effect on S phases.
Drosophila tissues. To examine the effect on mitoses Significantly, halving the dosage of cyclin A or string
when the dosage of cyclin A or string was halved in Dmcy- reduced the number of mitotic cells posterior to the
cEJP eye imaginal discs, MPM-2 staining was carried out MF in DmcycEJP eye imaginal discs (Figure 8, F and G
on DmcycE JP, DmcycEJP; cyclin A5/1, DmcycE JP; stgAR2/1, compared with E; Table 3). No effect on mitoses was
and wild-type eye imaginal discs. Interestingly, MPM- observed by halving the dosage of cyclin A or string in a
2 staining revealed that cells from eye imaginal discs wild-type background (data not shown). These results
homozygous for DmcycEJP were larger than from wild- suggest that cyclin A or string mutations enhance the
type imaginal discs (Figure 8, E and F compared with DmcycEJP rough eye phenotype by decreasing the num-
D). This is consistent with a delay in G1 phase expected ber of mitoses during eye development.
for DmcycEJP where cells can continue to grow. Despite
the lower number of S phase cells, DmcycEJP eye imaginal
discs showed only a slightly lower number of M phase DISCUSSION
cells compared with wild type (Figure 8, E compared

We report here the characterization of a hypomor-with D; Table 3). This result is not surprising, given that
phic allele of Drosophila cyclin E, DmcycE JP, that resultsduring eye development only G2 phase cells associated
in a rough eye phenotype caused by the presence of anwith the photoreceptor clusters appear to be driven into

M phase (Baker and Rubin 1982; Kylsten and Saint internally deleted P[w1 m-lac] element inserted in the
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Figure 8.—The effect of
halving the dosage of cyclin
A or string on mitoses in
DmcycE JP eye imaginal discs.
To demonstrate the speci-
ficity of the mammalian
mitosis-specific MPM-2 an-
tibody, eye imaginal discs
from wild-type larvae were
stained with (A) MPM-2 an-
tisera using FITC (green)
and with the (B) DNA stain
Hoechst 33258 (false col-
ored red). The merge of the
two stainings (C) shows that
cells in mitosis with con-
densed DNA are stained
with the MPM-2 sera. An ex-
ample of a cell in mitosis,
stained with the MPM-2 an-
tibody, is indicated by the
arrrowheads in A–C. Stain-
ing with MPM-2 antiserum
was used to compare the
number of mitotic cells in
(D) wild-type, (E) DmcycEJP,
(F) DmcycEJP; cyclinA5/1, and
(G) DmcycEJP; string AR2/1,
eye imaginal discs, showing
that decreasing the dosage
of cyclin A or string reduces
the number of mitotic cells
posterior to the MF (arrows).
Anterior is to the right.

first intron of the DmcycE type II transcription unit. The cone cells, pigment cells, and bristle cells from cells that
have undergone the post-MF cell division (Wolff andDmcycE JP rough eye phenotype results largely from the

failure to form the full quota of pigment and bristle Ready 1993). DmcycE JP eye imaginal discs have much
lower levels of Cyclin E and, as a consequence, fewer Scells surrounding each ommatidium, resulting in fusion

of ommatidia and general disorganization. This pheno- phase cells in the band of proliferating cells posterior
to the MF. This would be expected to reduce the num-type is similar to that observed when the human Cdk

inhibitor p21CIP1 is expressed in the posterior region of ber of cells that can be recruited into the developing
ommatidia. In addition, DmcycE JP third instar larval eyethe eye disc from the glass response element (de Nooij

and Hariharan 1995) and suggests that there are too imaginal discs are smaller than wild type, indicating a
general proliferation defect in the eye imaginal discfew cells for proper eye development in homozygous

DmcycE JP eye imaginal discs. During eye development, during larval development. Consistent with this, Dm-
cycE JP eye imaginal discs have fewer S phases in thethe precluster photoreceptor cells (R8, R2–R5) arise in

the MF and sequentially recruit the R1, R6, and R7 cells, anterior undifferentiated proliferating region. Thus the
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TABLE 3 A, string, or rca1 (Thomas et al. 1994; Dong et al. 1997),
these genes did not modify the DmcycE JP phenotype byQuantitation of the number of MPM-2 stained (M phase)
altering the number of S phases. Rather, they led to acells posterior to the MF in eye imaginal discs
decrease in M phase cells posterior to the MF. These
interactions are, however, unlikely to be caused by aStrain M phase (6 SE) S phase (6 SE)
G2/M defect imposed upon a G1/S defect, since reduc-

w1118 (wild type) 25.2 6 2.6 54 6 2.7 ing the dosage of other G2/M genes, such as cyclin B,DmcycEJP 21.5 6 1.1 31 6 3.0
does not enhance the DmcycEJP rough eye phenotypeDmcycEJP; cyclin A5/1 15.7 6 1.9 30 6 3.3
and, conversely, halving the dosage of string in a cyclinDmcycEJP; stg AR2/1 15 6 2.0 29 6 2.3
E1 background has no effect on mitoses. The genetic

The average number of M phase cells immediately posterior interactions between DmcycE JP and cyclin A, rca1, or rux
to the MF was determined by counting MPM-2-stained (M

are consistent with the mechanism for the activation ofphase) cells within a 200-mm region along the dorsal/ventral
Cyclin A by the phosphorylation and inactivation of Ruxaxis in the center of each eye imaginal disc. The sample num-

ber was at least five eye imaginal discs for each sample. The by Cyclin E/Cdc2c (Dong et al. 1997; Sprenger et al.
number of S phase cells in an equivalent region is described 1997; Thomas et al. 1997).
in Table 2. Existing mechanisms do not explain the genetic inter-

action between DmcycE and string that we observed or
between roughex and string (Thomas et al. 1994). In

small and rough eye exhibited by DmcycEJP can be ac- Drosophila embryos at least, phosphorylation of the tyr
counted for by the reduction of S phases in the undiffer- 15 and thr 14 residues of Cdc2 in Cyclin A/Cdc2 com-
entiated region and in the region posterior to the MF, plexes inhibits Cdk activity (Sprenger et al. 1997).
respectively. String (Cdc25) acts to dephosphorylate these residues

Interactions of DmcycE JP with other cell cycle genes: and activate Cdk activity. In mammalian cells Cyclin E/
We have shown that the DmcycEJP rough eye phenotype Cdk2 phosphorylates and activates the Cdc25A phos-
is responsive to the level of DmcycE, establishing the phatase in the G1 to S phase transition (Hoffman et
DmcycEJP allele as a sensitive system for examining inter- al. 1994). One possible explanation, therefore, is that
acting genes. We have tested this system using the Dro- DmcycE acts to phosphorylate and activate String phos-
sophila cdc2c, retinoblastoma (RBF), dacapo (dap), and phatase activity, leading to the activation of Cyclin A/
human p21CIP1 genes for which there is already evidence Cdc2 activity.
for interaction with DmcycE in Drosophila (Knoblich Why is there a specific genetic interaction between
et al. 1994; de Nooij and Hariharan 1995; de Nooij DmcycE and cyclin A, but not cyclin B, if they both are
et al. 1996; Du et al. 1996). Modifying the dosage of involved in entry into mitosis? The precise role of Cyclin
these genes altered the DmcycEJP rough eye phenotype A in the cell cycle is still not well defined, and the
consistent with their previously defined roles in the cell specific interaction with DmcycE hints at unique roles
cycle. In addition, halving the dosage of the S phase for Cyclin A/Cdk in the cell cycle. Based on the fact
transcription factor genes dE2F or dDP enhances the that Cyclin E, but not Cyclin A, is required for endorepli-
rough eye phenotype of DmcycE JP by decreasing the num- cation cycles (Lehner and O’Farrell 1990a; Knoblich

ber of S phases in DmcycEJP eye imaginal discs, indicating et al. 1994), a role for Cyclin A in S phase would be
that in the eye, as in some embryonic tissues, dE2F and expected to be distinct from that of Cyclin E in the
dDP interact with DmcycE to promote the G1 to S phase initiation of S phase. Endoreplication cycles are unique
transition. Whether dE2F/dDP acts predominantly up- in that the late-replication of heterochromatic DNA
stream or downstream of DmcycE in the eye imaginal does not occur (reviewed by Spradling and Orr-

disc will require further experiments. Weaver 1987; Lilly and Spradling 1996). Since Cyclin
Implications of the genetic interaction of DmcycE with A is normally absent in these cycles, Cyclin A/Cdc2 may

cyclin A and string: cyclin A and string (cdc25) have been play a role in the completion of S phase as well as
shown to be involved in entry into mitosis during Dro- in entry into mitosis in Drosophila. Further analysis is
sophila embryogenesis (Edgar and O’Farrell 1989; needed to provide evidence for a role for Cyclin A and
Lehner and O’Farrell 1989), but can also function in String in the completion of S phase.
entry into or through S phase during eye development In summary, we have shown that the DmcycE JP allele
(Thomas et al. 1994; Dong et al. 1997). We found that provides a dosage-sensitive system in which to examine
halving the dosage of cyclin A, string, or rca1, but not the role of cell cycle regulatory genes in G1/S phase.
other genes required for entry into mitosis (cdc2, cyclin Our analysis of genetic interactions between DmcycE JP

B, or cyclin B3), enhanced the DmcycEJP rough eye pheno- and other cell cycle mutations has raised the possibility
type. In contrast, halving the dosage of Rux, an inhibitor that Cyclin E controls cell cycle progression by a novel
of Cyclin A required to establish G1 arrest in the eye mechanism involving the activation of Cyclin A and
imaginal disc, suppressed the DmcycEJP rough eye pheno- String. However, this DmcycE hypomorphic allele is of

far greater significance than just analyzing the role oftype. However, unlike the suppression of rux by cyclin
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1994 DNA-binding and trans-activation properties of Drosoph-known cell cycle regulatory components. Dosage-sensi-
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